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Fred Bumpass is a Certified Public 

Accountant who has completed 

advanced training in proactive and 

strategic tax planning. His specialty is 

working with small business owners to 

find, and implement, proactive tax 

strategies that are often overlooked by 

most accountants and cost taxpayers 

thousands of lost dollars. 

 

“One of the quickest ways to improve 

your cash flow is to stop sending it to 

others…like the IRS…so you need to 

shrink your taxable footprint!  This 

seminar will get you started.” 

Fred Bumpass CPA 
 

 

 
 

Do you think you pay way too much in taxes?  Are you 100% certain 

that you are paying the absolute minimum in taxes given your business 

and personal situation?   

 

Let me ask you two questions: 

1. When was the last time your tax pro came to you and said, “I 

have a great idea about how to save you money”? Probably 

never.  And for many, the tax advice they have received to 

“save them money” might actually be hurting their financial 

future. 

 

2. Are you 100% sure that you’re going to have a great 

retirement, or do you have some doubts?  If you’re like the vast 

majority of people, you have some doubts.   

 

 

Proactive tax planning strategies are the key to keeping more of what 

you earn.  Typical tax preparation -simply putting the right numbers in 

the right boxes of your tax return -is nothing more than recording 

history.  Real tax planning is writing history before it happens! 

 

This seminar is an entertaining (saving tax money is fun!) and fast-

paced presentation designed specifically for you and other business 

owners just like you. 

 

Are you confident you’re taking advantage of  

every tax break you deserve? 

Learn how to take advantage of these strategies and much more: 

• How to slash your audit risk (Fly under the IRS radar!) 

• How to convert personal expenses from after-tax to pre-tax 

dollars, like legally  deducting family medical bills as 

business expense 

• The most tax-friendly business entity for you 

• How to deduct your kids’ private school and college tuition 

• Tax-advantaged retirement savings strategies (I guarantee 

that what you learn about this tax mistake will both amaze 

you and save you many thousands of retirement dollars 

from the IRS…legally.) 

• How much of the average American’s income is really 

available for retirement saving (you’ll be surprised!) 

• How to create a tax-free retirement fund…one that the IRS 

can’t touch 

• How to save taxes now and in your retirement years 

• How the new tax law will impact you and your business 

 


